Dear Colleagues,

The 15th European Conference on Solid State Chemistry (ECSSC 15) will take place in Vienna, Austria, from August 23 to 26, 2015. It will be organized by the Department of Inorganic Chemistry (Materials Chemistry) of the University of Vienna together with the Austrian Chemical Society and the Division of Solid State and Materials Chemistry of the European Association for Chemical and Molecular Sciences (EuCheMS).

The main topics of the conference will be:

- Ionic and electronic transport in solids
- New methods of synthesis
- New methods of characterization
- Intermetallics
- Functional materials
- Solid state theory
- Collective magnetic phenomena
- Modern developments in chalcogenide research
- High pressure synthesis and in situ investigations

For each of these topics there will be one Plenary Lecture and one Invited Lecture as well as two Short Lectures. In addition, there will be two extended Poster Sessions.

For further (and more detailed) information, including the names of Plenary and Invited Speakers, the Social Program, and all Deadlines, please, visit our web site:

http://ecssc15.univie.ac.at

In case you have any questions, don’t hesitate to send us an e-mail to:

ecssc15@univie.ac.at

Please, reserve the dates and spread the message!

Hoping to see you next August in Vienna,

Herbert Ipser, Hans Flandorfer, Klaus Richter, Martin Marker
(For the Organizing Committee)
(ecssc15@univie.ac.at)